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ABSTRACT
This article deals with the effect of rock textures on the slope stability in open cast mines and roads on mountains. Physical models were molded from Portland cement, quartz sand, basalt particles of different sizes in order to produce artificial rocks differ in their textures. Three kinds of rock textures where yielded; they are coarse, medium and fine textures. The bench height, berm and the angle of slope were also varied to study the effect of rock textures on the slope stability of open cast benches having coarse texture, grains larger than 5mm. It was found that the benches will only be stable when the height of bench is equal or less than 1.4times their berms and the slope angles should be less than 75 degree.

Failures will occur at slope angle near 90 degree as result of both tension and shear stresses. No failure would occur for rocks having fine texture, with medium texture rocks, the failure depends on the bench height.

Movements of rock masses known as landslides, or landslips are caused by the direct or indirect action of gravity on un stable materials. They are important factors in the extraction of rocks or ore minerals from quarries and mines and frequently occur at stope phases or tunnel walls and road walls leading to the failure of quarries or mine benches or tunnel and road walls(1to 5).

landslides may be divided in tow groups according to the nature of movement involved (4,6 and 7).

a) slides, in which a surface of slides is present, separating the moving mass from the stable ground.
b) flows, in which there is no surface sliding but movement takes place by continues deformation.(1 and 4).

In open casts or quarries excavation the nature of the rock and mineral ores through which excavation is made will govern questions of construction such as the slope of benches or the slides of tunnels or the slope of hills, method and rate of excavation and to a great extent its cost.(1 and 4). Thus, vertical sides are possible in massive bedded hard strata, horizontal or gently dipping, with few joints, ore in strong igneous rocks.

1. INTRODUCTION
In other sedimentary rock or mineral ores it is necessary to take in to account the relation between their structures, textures and the direction of cuttings. In all cases of rocks or of mineral ores cuttings are rarely made with vertical walls and the sides of faces are generally sloped symmetrically at safe angle (9 and 10).

Open pit mines or quarries are large rock excavations that are usually intended mainly to strip away overburden materials from ores or rocks. Their designs, that is, the choice of the angle of stopes, widths of benches, and over all shape is now integrated with other mining cost factors to achieve maximum profit (11), too flat a slope will mean extra excavation and extra waste rock; but to steep a slope will increase the number of the lost time haulage road blockages and accidents.

Most of slopes of and open pit or quarry are temporary since the pit or quarry is ever enlarging simple instrumentation and quick response to sings of slope stability have allowed mining industries to work safely with slopes that will be judged too steep for civil engineering excavations of comparable size(12).
In soft rocks and ores, like shales, hydrothermally altered zones, and deeply weathered granites, design of safe slopes in an extension of soil mechanics theory, since such materials tend to fail by slumping or sliding through the body of rock itself, (1).

Models of these materials were treated to produce benches having different heights and different slope angles as shown in Plate 2. The heights were selected to be 1.4 and 2 times of the bench berm. The angles of slope were 90°, 75°, 60°, which are usually found in practice.

2.2. Testing Procedure

(i) Uniaxial compression machine was used which is computerized to give slow loading rate to simulate the static load resulted from the rock weights of benches.

(ii) The models were tested while they were confined from three sides to be similar to the benches at quarries and open cast mines.

3. PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The results of the present work are shown in Figs. 1 to 4. Fig. 1 shows the effect of grain sizes of the rock on the failure loads for different slope angles where bench height is twice the bench berm. It could be read out from the curves on this figure that the rocks which will contain fine agglomerates (grains) will have a higher resistance to slide, than those containing medium and large grains. The increase in the value of angle of slope also would decrease the resistance of rock sliding for all agglomerate sizes. The rate of decreasing is much lower for the fine agglomerates than both medium and large agglomerates. The relationships between the failure load which represents the weight of the bench and the angles of slope take straight lines for all sizes of agglomerates.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the failure loads of benches and the grain sizes (agglomerate sizes) of the rock. The results have the same trends of the above summarized results, i.e., the rock resistance to failure by sliding decreases with increasing both the angle of slope and the sizes of agglomerates. However, the relationships took second order equations which are shown by the curves.

Figures 3 and 4, show the relations between the failure loads and both angles of slope and sizes of rock agglomerates, when the highs of benches were 1.4 times their berms instead of 2 times. The relations indicate the same trends as before, but all relations are seen as second order relations, (giving curves), for the angles of slope and for the sizes of rock agglomerates. However, it is surprising that the failure resistances of rock to slide were decreased by a factor of 16.5% when the bench height to the berm of the bench was decreased by a factor of 30%. Explanations which could be given here for the above described results are the fine texture rocks, where the gains will have larger surface area than
both medium and coarse textures, therefore, the cohesion between the grains and the cementing materials will be greater for fine grains than that between the cementing materials and medium and coarse grains. Hence the resistance to failure is greater for fine grains that for both medium and coarse ones.

In addition, the shapes of coarse and medium grains are shown to take flake shapes, while the shape of fine grains is nearly cubic referring to rock mechanics principles, rocks having coarse and flake shape grains will have a low resistance to breaking than that composed of fine grains. This explains the given results.

Plate 2 and 3 shows the failure modes for the different sizes and different angles of slopes.

Fig. 1 shows the relation between failure loads and angle of slope for different grain sizes, bench height 2 times the bench width.

Fig. 2 shows the relationship between failure loads and grain sizes for different angles of slope, bench height 2 times the width of bench.

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between failure loads and grain sizes for different angles of slope, bench height 1.4 times the width of bench.

Fig. 4 shows the relationship between failure loads and grain sizes for different angles of slope, bench height 1.4 times the width of bench.
Plate (2) Height of bench equals the width of berm

Plate (3) Height of bench 1.4 the width of berm
4. CONCLUSIONS

It could be concluded that rocks such as volcanic tuffs which are layers of consolidated ash and dust which become hardened into rocks for some distance around the volcano and are known as agglomerate when these rocks are quarried or extracted from the surface, the angle of bench slope and the height of the bench will of course, be dependent on the sizes of the agglomerates embedded in these consolidated ash and dust layers, i.e. rocks composed of fine grains (fine agglomerates) will have a great resistance to failure than those of coarse agglomerates and the angle of slope of benches for fine agglomerates. Benches will be more stable even at higher slopes, if they are of fine grained rocks. Also, they may be easier related to drilling operation.
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